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Presentation Summary: Swan Songs is an Austin based non-profit that fulfills musical last wishes throughout central Texas. By 

requesting a specific style of music or local artist that is meaningful to the recipient, an opportunity is created for the family to gather and 

share something that transcends the illness and impending loss, triggers positive memories, and deepens the emotional connection with 

each other at a time when words fail to express the depth of their feelings. Swan Songs engages professional musicians and underwrites 

their compensation so that this is truly a gift to the family.  Founder & CEO Christine Albert shares the history of Swan Songs, including 

her personal experience that inspired the idea, stories of concerts, how the process works and Swan Songs’ vision for the future. Ms. 

Albert, who is still an active performer in addition to her work with Swan Songs, will also sing a few songs for us.

Objectives: Upon completion of this lecture, the participant will be able to:

• Describe current alternative music therapies available for patients at the end of life.

• List available community music resources for patients at the end of life.

• Incorporate strategies to recognize and refer patients to alternative therapies to better manage the experience of dying and loss.
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